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by

Jack Anderson

This collection of key cases in sports law accounts for both the historical development of 
the topic and critical, contemporary issues in sports law.  The collection includes case law 
from numerous jurisdictions across the common and civil law traditions and includes lead-
ing awards at the Court of Arbitration for Sport, which individually have contributed to the 
robustness of modern sports law. It is written by over 20 leading sports law academics and 
practitioners drawn from over a dozen jurisdictions worldwide. The collection will interest 
practitioners, students and sports law academics  and will also appeal to those interested 
in the study of sport more generally. Although organised thematically, the individual submis-
sions provide careful and in-depth analysis of each case, outlining its factual background, 
isolating its key principles and placing it in its wider context. 

The self-contained nature of the chapters provides an ease of reference and, collectively, 
ensures an engaging array of voices and perspectives on this area of law.  This book is a 
must have for every sports law library, sports law practitioner or student interested in the 
area.

Professor Jack Anderson is director of Education, School of Law, Queen’s University Bel-
fast, UK.

The book appears in the ASSER International Sports Law Series (ISSN: 1874-6926), un-
der the editorship of Dr. David McArdle, Dr. Ben Van Rompuy and Marco van der Harst 
LL.M.

www.asser.nl/AsserPress/?978-90-6704-908-5
ISBN 978-90-6704-908-5
XX, 321 pp., hardcover, € 129.95

For ordering information please click: www.springer.com/978-90-6704-908-5
Also available online: link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-90-6704-909-2
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Victims of International Crimes
An Interdisciplinary Discourse

Edited by

Thorsten Bonacker and Christoph Safferling

In international law victims’ issues have gained more and more attention over the last 
decades. In particular in transitional justice processes the victim is now being given 
high priority. It is to be seen in this context that the Rome Statute for the International 
Criminal Court foresees a rather excessive victim participation concept in criminal pros-
ecution. In this volume issue is taken at  rst with the de nition of victims, and secondly 
with the role of the victim as a witness and as a participant. Several articles address 
this matter with a view to the International Criminal Court and the Extraordinary Cham-
bers in the Courts of Cambodia. In a third part the interests of the victims outside the 
criminal trial are being discussed. In the  nal part the role of civil society actors are 
being tackled.

This volume for the  rst time brings together international scholars from international 
criminal law, political science, peace and con ict studies, anthropology and sociology 
as well as practitioners to contribute to the understanding of the role victims play in 
processes dealing with serious human rights violations. It is of special interest to aca-
demics and practitioners in the aforementioned  elds and to anyone taking the victim’s 
rights to heart.

Thorsten Bonacker is Professor of Peace and Con ict Studies at the Center for Con-
 ict Studies at the University of Marburg. Christoph Safferling is Professor for Criminal 
Law, Criminal Procedure, International Criminal Law, and Public International Law at 
the University of Marburg, as well as Director of the International Research and Docu-
mentation Center for War Crimes Trials.
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ISBN 978-90-6704-911-5
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The Cambridge Law Journal
is available online at: 
http://journals.cambridge.org/clj

The Cambridge 
Law Journal

Editor 
John Bell University of Cambridge, UK

The Cambridge Law Journal publishes articles on 
all aspects of law. Special emphasis is placed on 
contemporary developments, but the journal’s range 
includes jurisprudence and legal history. An important 
feature of the journal is the Case and Comment section, 
in which members of the Cambridge Law Faculty and 
other distinguished contributors analyse recent judicial 
decisions, new legislation and current law reform 
proposals. The articles and case notes are designed to 
have the widest appeal to those interested in the law – 
whether as practitioners, students, teachers, judges or 
administrators – and to provide an opportunity for them 
to keep abreast of new ideas and the progress of legal 
reform. Each issue also contains an extensive section of 
book reviews.
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aspects of the sciences. At least two issues each year are devoted 
mainly or entirely to a single subject and deal in depth with a 
topic of contemporary importance in Europe; the other issues 
cover a wide range of subjects but may include a mini-review. 
Past issues have dealt with: Who owns the Human Genome; 
From decolonisation to post-colonialism; The future of the welfare 
state; Democracy in the 21st century; False confessions after 
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Legal Theory draws contributions not only from academic 
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International Journal  
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A global forum  
for interdisciplinary  
legal studies

The International Journal 
of Law in Context now 
features an exciting new 
section entitled ‘Law 
in other contexts’. This 
section is dedicated to 
making available specially 
commissioned reports of 
socio-legal research in 
places where English is not 
the first language. In this 
way the journal hopes to 
bring attention to work 
which may not be easily 
accessible to those without 
knowledge of the relevant  
language (and culture).

The companion journal to the Law in Context book series.
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Netherlands Yearbook of International Law 2012, Volume 43

Legal Equality and the International Rule of Law
Essays in Honour of P.H. Kooijmans

J.E. Nijman and W.G. Werner, Volume Editors

The Netherlands Yearbook of International Law (NYIL) was  rst published in 1970. It 
offers a forum for the publication of scholarly articles of a more general nature in the 
area of public international law including the law of the European Union.

With this Volume on ‘Legal Equality and the International Rule of Law’, the Netherlands 
Yearbook of International Law aims to celebrate Pieter Kooijmans’ academic, diplo-
matic, and judicial career by picking up on an important subject in his early writings, 
the principle of legal equality of states, and addressing it almost  fty years later in the 
context of the contemporary debate on the international rule of law. It is indeed a con-
ception – an ideal, even – that permeates Kooijmans’ work and career. This Volume of 
the Yearbook studies if and how the principle of legal equality of states is still important 
in the international legal order of the early 21st century. In particular, it examines the 
principle’s current relevance, e.g., in a pluralistic legal order, its relation to hegemony 
in international relations and international law, and how it functions in contemporary 
international organisations. The principle is further explored in the  elds of international 
criminal law, international humanitarian law, and the international law of sovereign im-
munity. It is moreover treated in relation to both Vattellian and Cosmopolitan traditions 
of international legal thought.
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Armed Con ict and International Law: In Search of the Human Face
Liber Amicorum in Memory of Avril McDonald

Edited by

Mariëlle Matthee, Brigit Toebes and Marcel Brus

This book is written in memory of Avril McDonald, who passed away in April 2010. Avril was an 
inspired and passionate scholar in the  elds of international humanitarian law, international 
criminal law, human rights law and law in the  eld of arms control and disarmament. What in par-
ticular made Avril’s work special was her strong commitment to the human aspects throughout.
Fourteen prominent scholars and practitioners have contributed to this book, which contains 
a rich variety of topics in her  elds of expertise. The common thread is that they deal with 
the human perspectives in their relevant area of expertise. They concentrate on the impact 
of the developments in international law on humans, whether they are civilians, victims of 
war or soldiers. This human perspective of law makes this book an appropriate tribute to 
Avril McDonald. At the same time it is a unique and valuable contribution to international 
legal research in present society – a society that becomes more and more characterized 
by detailed legal systems, de ned by institutions that may frequently lack suf cient contact 
with the people concerned.

This book is of special interest to researchers and practitioners in international humani-
tarian law and in general to everyone having the human aspects of international law closely 
at heart.

Mariëlle Matthee is a freelance researcher and writer. Brigit Toebes is a Lecturer in Inter-
national Law at the University of Groningen, the Netherlands. Both Mariëlle Matthee and 
Brigit Toebes were colleagues of Avril McDonald at the T.M.C. Asser Institute in The Hague 
and worked closely with her on several projects. Marcel Brus is Professor of Public Inter-
national Law at the University of Groningen, at the department where Avril worked during 
the last years of her life.
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